au_

▶ Grouped with aw on a wall card
▶ Mnemonic: “awful yawn”
▶ Not usually at the end of a word

She saw the cause of the crash.
aw

- Grouped with au_ on a wall card
- Mnemonic: “awful yawn”

She saw the cause of the crash.
aw
c(e)

- Pronounce only the c, not the vowel
- Grouped with s on a wall card
- Mnemonic: “hissing snake”

The pencil cost ten cents.
c(e)
c(i)

- Pronounce only the c, not the vowel
- Grouped with s on a wall card
- Mnemonic: “hissing snake”

The pencil cost ten cents.
c(i)
c(y)

- Pronounce only the c, not the vowel
- Grouped with s on a wall card
- Mnemonic: “hissing snake”

She rode her bicycle.
c(y)